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Abstract Peer-to-peer (P2P) computer networks have
recently received tremendous attention due to their inherent
scalability and flexibility, which facilitates a broad spectrum
of innovative multimedia applications. Such networks rely
on the power of participant nodes of the network (called
peers) for communications and computation. Traditional
applications of P2P multimedia include decentralized file
sharing and content distribution. Yet, the value of the
virtually unlimited amount of data distributed in the P2P
network will be sacrificed if effective and efficient ways to
locate the content are missing. This challenge has stimulated
extensive research in recent years, and many new P2P
content search methods have been proposed. This paper
provides a timely review of influential work in the area of
peer-to-peer (P2P) content search. We begin with a survey of
text-based P2P search mechanisms and continue with an
exposition of content-based and semantic-based approaches
followed by a discussion of future directions.
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1 Introduction

The power to access relevant and salient information in a
timely and cost-effective manner is critical in today’s
information age. Models for information sharing between
ad hoc groups of users are currently being investigated for
collaborative and cooperative multimedia sharing applica-
tions. The most common model to date is based on the
peer-to-peer (P2P) communication network model. Ideally,
a P2P network consists of equal peer nodes that can take on
the roles of both client and server to other peer network
nodes. Such network operation makes use of the data
acquisition capabilities, computing power and bandwidth of
the network nodes rather than exploiting an existing
network infrastructure for operations such as routing and
information retrieval.

Since Napster made its debut in 1999, peer-to-peer (P2P)
content access and distribution has been gaining increased
popularity. Many other P2P systems, which span relatively
simple file sharing networks, more complex multimedia
content search entities and sophisticated media streaming
systems, have been subsequently deployed. P2P computer
networks are popular due to their inherent scalability and
flexibility, which facilitates a broad spectrum of innovative
multimedia applications. Such networks rely on the power
of participant nodes of the network for communications and
computation. This is in contrast to the traditional client–
server models for multimedia communications that employ
dedicated networking infrastructure. In the last few years,
many P2P applications became mature and started to
benefit web users enormously. Representative examples
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include BitTorrent, eMule, Kazaa, Kontiki, PPLive, Skype,
Hulu, etc.

P2P networks are capable of serving virtually unlimited
amount of content, but also make content search extremely
challenging. The distributed nature of content in P2P
networks and the desire of the independency on search
engines that may be biased or censored demand native P2P
content search engines. The challenge is how to achieve the
high efficiency and the high retrieval quality delivered by
centralized search engines on P2P networks. Recently,
tremendous research effort has been devoted to this topic.

Naturally, processes such as content search must take into
account this inherent network model as well as the character-
istics of the information being acquired, stored and commu-
nicated. For multimedia data, such P2P search and retrieval
processes are especially challenging to design; inherent
compromises among search time, retrieval accuracy, and
query message bandwidth, must be accounted for. This paper
addresses recent advances in P2P content search by providing
an overview of influential research in the area. We begin by
giving an overview of text based P2P file search and then
content-based search and semantic-based search mechanisms
are reviewed followed by a discussion of future directions.

2 Text Based P2P Search

One of the earliest P2P implementations that brought P2P
computing into the mainstream and which sparked a large
amount of media attention was Napster [1]. Napster was
created purely for the distribution of MP3 audio files, and
as such it was swamped with negative press because people
were downloading digital content illegally and consequently
ignoring content copyright. Each Napster node downloads
and installs the client software used to connect the peer to the
centralized Napster server. Once connected, peers share MP3
files stored locally on their hard drives, with text-based
information about them being indexed and stored by the
Napster server. Clients submit text-based queries to the
Napster servers for a particular audio file. This results in a list
of files that match, along with the connection information,
username, IP and port address the querying client must use to
connect to the peer hosting the file. Once the querying peer
has this information it attempts to connect to the peer and
transfer the target content in a P2P fashion. At this point the
Napster server is no longer required [2].

Although Napster proved successful and is said to be the
grandfather of modern P2P computing models it suffered
from a number of limitations. The major limitation was the
fact that it could only share MP3 content. In addition, its
hybrid model was reliant on client–server technology—if
the server became unavailable the discovery mechanism
used to find content was lost.

Another hybrid protocol, similar to Napster called iMesh
[3], uses a centralized server, to which clients connect to in
order to search for content. The iMesh model differs
somewhat to Napster in two respects. First, it allows any
content to be shared including MP3 audio files. Second—
the reason why iMesh has not been subjected to the same
legal problems as Napster—it has a mechanism to remove
copyrighted files from the network.

Computational expense and scalability issues associated
with the above mentioned models are well documented,
which has resulted in new P2P networks devoid of any
centralization. The most popular being the Gnutella
protocol [3]. Like iMesh it provides a generic file sharing
mechanism that allows any digital media content to be
shared. However it differs from iMesh and Napster because
the Gnutella protocol uses a purely decentralized model,
which is not reliant on any centralized authority.

The search mechanism used by Gnutella adopts a
different approach to Napster in that it does not require
any centralized server to manage the location of content
within the network. Search packets containing text queries
are used with predefined time to live (TTL) values, the
default value being 7, which corresponds to the maximum
number of hops the message can take before it is terminated
by the network. The packet is passed to all the immediate
peers’ the querying peer is connected to, which in turn is
passed to all the peers the peer is connected to. The
horizon, as defined by Kan [1], given a TTL of 7
encompasses about ten thousand nodes. If a node in the
horizon is found with a file name matching the query, the
information is routed back to the querying peer. The file can
then be downloaded directly from the target node. This is
commonly referred to as blind search.

Unlike Napster, it is difficult to disrupt the network
because no one single node is responsible for the search
mechanism. If any given node is lost the overall search
mechanism of the Gnutella network is not effected. In the
worst case, one loses the content provided by that node.
Consequently Gnutella provides mechanisms to counteract
some of the limitations associated with Napster. As such
many Gnutella clients have been developed since the
protocol was first released in 2000, including Bearshare
[5], Shareaza [6], and Limewire [7].

The FastTrack protocol promises better performance
than Gnutella and its variants. A number of popular
applications, such as Kazaa [8], Morpheus [9] and Grokster
[10], use the FastTrack protocol, which divides users into
two groups. The first group contains supernodes and the
second contains ordinary nodes. Supernodes are defined as
computers with significant computation, network and
bandwidth capabilities. All supernodes are connected
together to create an overlay network that acts as a hub
processing all data requests received from ordinary nodes
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within the network, which are inherently less capable
nodes.

When a node wants to share or search for a file a request
is submitted to the supernode, which in turn submits it to all
other supernodes, which in turn propagate the request to the
ordinary nodes they are servicing. Like Gnutella, messages
are configured with a TTL value of 7, ensuring that
message propagation is terminated once seven hops have
been reached.

Once the content has been found it is transferred directly
from the target node to the querying node using the HTTP
protocol, without using the supernode. There is a subtle
distinction between the FastTrack model and that of
Napster in that the Napster server managed an index of
audio file information thereby breaching copyright laws.
The FastTrack protocol avoids this problem because it only
manages a list of supernodes and not explicitly the
information regarding the content itself. Supernodes are
ad hoc by nature and are free to join and leave the network
at any time. So information about supernodes held by the
FastTrack servers continually changes. This abstraction
detaches the FastTrack protocol, including the applications
that use the protocol, from media content and thus some
believe that FastTrack-based applications do not aid
copyright infringement.

The difficulty with protocols such as Gnutella and
FastTrack is that they rely on flooding or random walk
trajectories for content search, with messages propagated to
every peer. This results in increased costs and network traffic.
Wang and Xiao [11] aim to alleviate these limitations using
their proposed Differential Search (DiffSearch) algorithm.
They claim DiffSearch improves search efficiency of
unstructured P2P networks by giving higher querying
priority to peers with high query/reply capabilities, known
as ultrapeers. Ultrapeers form an overlay and serve visiting
peers known as leaf nodes. The indices of leaf nodes are
uploaded to ultrapeers allowing all shared content to be
searched within what they call the first round. Based on tests
using Gnutella, Wang argues that 1% of peers answer the
main portion of queries. Consequently by routing queries to
these peers it is possible to save up to 90% of query traffic.
Using counters to track which files answer queries, which
they call effective files, a matrix is created allowing
ultrapeers to be self-aware by counting the number of
shared files which have been visited. If the number of
shared files exceeds a threshold, a peer can promote
itself to ultrapeer status. This results in an overlay
where members have higher priority depending on
where they reside in the hierarchy. To further decrease
traffic, DiffSearch hitchhikes query/response messages to
perform network management task. For example, allow-
ing ultrapeers to advertise themselves to leaf nodes and
vice versa.

The Foreseer P2P system aims to address various
limitations using distributed indices [12]. Cai and Wang
claim their approach improves efficiency in decentralized
unstructured P2P systems using two orthogonal overlays,
which they term neighbor and friend overlays. To use their
example, everyone has neighbors and friends which form
part of an individual’s social network. People tend to get to
know their neighbors over time as they become more
settled within their environment and make friends through
social interactions. Implementing this scenario in Foreseer,
friend nodes can serve future requests with a high probability
(temporal locality), whilst neighbor nodes can offer quality
of service, such as fast responses and low resource
consumption if they are able to carry out the request
(geographical locality). Locality is also discussed in Datta
et al. [13], where it is considered important for scalability in
data mining—the same principles apply to Foreseer.

Extending this scenario content is searched for using a
collection of business cards provided by all neighbor and
friend nodes. Finding content is as simple as sending/
receiving a request. Using each business card, the node
checks to see if a peer exists capable of service the request.
If a suitable node is found the node in question is contacted.
However, if the request cannot be serviced the request is
passed to all its neighbors and friends. In Foreseer, business
cards refer to a peer’s content filter, which is derived using
the Bloom filter (BF) on all the content it shares. It is
therefore only able to address text-based content.

A by-product of the neighbor and friend overlays is that
it provides an efficient search direction, where random
walking or query flooding is unnecessary. Query requests
contain one or more terms and it is these terms that are
compared to the content filters for the neighbors and friends
the node is aware of. In local matching a node computes the
query filter by mapping the query terms and comparing it
with the content filter of each node it has routing
information about. If a match is found it indicates that a
node may contain all the key words with high probability. If
the local matching fails the query is selectively forwarded
based on the results obtained from the first approach. The
query in this instance is forwarded along the neighbor and/
or friend links where local matching is performed.

Taking an opposing view, efficiency in P2P network has
been addressed using different techniques, where processes
are more finely controlled so that structure can emerge.
Many approaches use distributed hash tables to achieve
this. Chord [14, 15] is one such protocol that adopts these
principles where order emerges using their distributed hash
table (DHT) routing algorithm. Its basic structure forms a
ring topology, whereby each node only has to establish one
connection. A consistent hashing function, such as SHA-1,
is used to generate node and object identifiers known as
keys. The node identifier is created using the IP address and
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port. The object identifier, which can be any kind of shared
content, is created using the data to be shared within the
ring. Node identifiers are arranged in a circle modulo 2m,
where m is the length of the hash value. Every key k is
assigned to the node whose identifier n is larger than or
equal to the hash value of k. The node the key belongs to is
called the successor. In Chord, node identifiers increase
clockwise and keys are assigned to the first nodes that
reside closest to them clockwise. Chord uses a hashing
function designed to distribute keys evenly throughout the
ring topology, whereby all nodes roughly receive the same
number of keys.

Every node is aware of their successor and as such
queries are passed from successor to successor. When a
node is reached that has a hash value greater than or equal
to the hash value of the key, this node can map the query to
the key. In order to overcome the need to traverse every
node, a node can attempt to find the predecessor of some
key k using a finger table. Node n achieves this by
searching its finger table for some node x that immediately
precedes some key k. If it finds node x then it queries it to
determine which node is closer to k. By repeating this
process n moves the query closer and closer to k. In Chord
this is called iterative routing.

CAN [16] is similar to Chord and also uses the DHT
concept to self-organize, share content and route queries.
CAN forms a P2P overlay network that stores chunks of a
DHT, known as zones. The protocol is based on a virtual
d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space. This space is
dynamically partitioned among all the nodes in the system,
so that every node owns its own zone within the global
coordinate space. This space stores key–value pairs where
k1 is mapped onto a point p in the space using a uniform
hashing function. The key–value pairs are stored on the
node that owns the zone in which p resides. To discover the
values of some key k1 any node can use the hash function
to map k1 onto p and retrieve the contents from p. This may
be the content or a pointer to the content. If the p is not
owned by the querying node or its neighbor, then the
request is routed towards the node where p resides.

Pastry [17] is not too dissimilar to Chord and CAN in
that it also uses a DHT-based protocol to form a self-
organized overlay network. Pastry nodes are identified in
the network space using a 128 bit identifier, known as the
nodeId. The nodeId indicates a node’s position in the
circular nodeId space. The nodeIds themselves are assigned
randomly when the node first connects to the Pastry
network. Several mechanisms can be used to derive the
nodeId, however typical implementations use the node’s
public key or IP address to create a hash. In Pastry nodeIds
are thought of as a sequence of digits in base 2b. Nodes
within Pastry maintain their own routing table, which is
organised into 128/2b columns. As well as the routing table,

each node also maintains a neighborhood set M containing
the nodeIds and IP addresses of the M nodes closest to the
local node. The set is not used for routing, but rather for
maintaining locality properties [18]. Nodes also maintain a
leaf set L containing the set of nodes with numerically
closest but larger nodeIds and numerically smaller nodeIds,
relative to the present nodes nodeId. The leaf set is used
when messages are routed. When a node receives a
message it first checks to see if the key falls within the
range of nodeIds covered by its leaf set. If it is, the message
is forwarded directly to the destination node. If the key is
not covered by the leaf set, the routing table is used and a
message is forwarded to the node that shares a common
prefix with the key by at least one more digit.

DHT-based P2P protocols are said to provide considerable
benefits over previous generations, providing emergent
behaviors that support order and increased performance.
However, they are expensive to maintain because the network
topology is continually changing. Consequently managing a
consistent DHT requires considerable effort. In an attempt to
leverage the benefits of DHT, but also minimize some of its
inherent limitations the JXTA [18] specification have tried to
create a balance by creating a hybrid system that uses a
loosely consistent DHT [19]. Whilst protocols such as Chord
rely on more costly mechanisms to keep the network view
consistent, JXTA uses a less costly mechanism that ensures
the network view is only loosely-consistent. The advantage
with this approach is that it is less expensive to maintain,
however the disadvantage is that it may be temporarily or
permanently inconsistent.

Yang and Ho [20] enhance the DHT-based P2P
networking approaches discussed above by proposing a
keyword search scheme called Proof that utilizes advances
in information retrieval research. The Proof protocol
reduces network traffic, decreases search latency and
provides high quality search results. The Proof system
comprises a crawler, a database, an index generator, and a
distributed P2P system. The crawler collects web pages and
extracts hyperlink information for computing page rank
values, whilst the index generator produces new index
structures and publishes them to the P2P system. The P2P
system itself assumes N peers are contained and uses a
consistent hash function to assign an identifier to each peer.
The system contains documents and a vocabulary, which
contains all of the keywords in the documents. Each
document is composed of several keywords, which are a
subset of the vocabulary. Given a query containing several
keywords, a subset of the vocabulary and a user-specified
result threshold, the search problem is defined in terms of
finding the top relevant documents that contain all the
query keywords.

For a query with several keywords and a result threshold
value the first processing peer, called the major query
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processing peer, requests all other peers, which are respon-
sible for the inverted lists of query words, to report the length
of its inverted list. Once the lengths have been received, the
first processing peer then determines a query flow from the
shortest inverted list to the longest one. Yang et al. argue that
Proof has a number of advantages; the query flow arrange-
ment chooses the shortest inverted list; decreased network
load and computation time; BFs are used to network traffic;
and BF precision makes the Bloom membership query more
accurate and further reduces traffic.

While many interesting solutions have been proposed in
both structured and unstructured P2P networks, Ahmed and
Boutaba [21] believe that flexibility and efficiency remain
unsolved problems. To address these challenges Ahmed
proposes their Distributed Pattern Matching system
(DPMS). DPMS is based on BF based pattern matching
distributed throughout the P2P network. Given a search
pattern Q, DPMS tries to find peers containing some pattern
P that matches Q, i.e. the 1-bits of Q for a subset of the
1-bits found in P. DPMS peers can act as either a leaf peer
or an indexing peer where the former resides at the bottom
level of the indexing hierarchy. This type of node advertises
its indices representing the content the peer wishes to share.
Whilst, indexing peers store indices received from other
peers—these peers may be leaf peers or indexing peers.
Peers join different levels within the hierarchy and can act
both as a leaf peer and an indexing peer. Within this
hierarchy indexing peers disseminate index information
using repeated aggregation and replication. Replication is
used for disseminating patterns from leaf peers to a large
number of indexing peers. To overcome increased traffic
load, DPMS combines replication with lousy-aggregation.
Advertisements provided by different peers are aggregated
and propagated to peers in the next level along the
aggregation tree. Based on repeated lousy aggregation,
information content of the aggregates is reduced as you
move towards the top of the indexing hierarchy. This helps
balance the system and improve fault tolerance. Furthermore,
peers can route queries towards a target without having any
global knowledge of the overlay topology. It also helps
minimize query forwarding traffic.

The query life-cycle can be divided into three phases:
ascending phase, blind search phase and descending phase.
Using the ascending phase, an initial (or intermediate) peer
checks its local information for the existence of a match. If
a match is found the query is forwarded to the matching
child, otherwise it is forwarded to any of its parents. This
process continues until a query hits a peer with a match or
reaches the highest level peer. Blind search is executed by a
highest level peer receiving a query (from a child) that does
not match any aggregate in its aggregate lists. This peer
floods the query to all other peers in its group. If no peer in
a group at the highest level contains a match then the search

fails. When a peer hits a peer containing the matching
aggregate, it enters the descending phase. The query is
forwarded to the child peer advertising the matching
aggregate. This process continues until the query reaches
a leaf peer.

Today, increasing numbers of P2P systems are seeking to
support more powerful queries. Joost, a broadcast quality
Internet TV service, for example supports phrase queries,
wildcard queries, proximity queries, range queries and
more. An algorithm that supports range queries over DHT
is proposed in [22]. It implements range queries over DHT
via a trie-based scheme in which every vertex corresponds
to a distinct prefix of the data domain being indexed. A
range query can be performed via longest common prefix
search followed by a parallel traversal in the P2P network
to retrieve all the desired items.

3 Content-based Search

Most existing P2P systems provide very limited content
search capabilities, for example, search based on document
title, author names, keywords, or descriptive text. To
retrieve the relevant content more effectively, we need an
approach that provides richer searching features. Content-
based search is essential for querying textual documents,
and it is also desirable for querying multimedia data when
text annotations are nonexistent or incomplete. Flooding is
still the main mechanism for content searching in unstruc-
tured P2P networks, e.g., the Gnutella-like networks. The
performance of flooding based search can be improved by
exploiting locality in peer interests, smarter message
routing and data replication strategies. In structured P2P
networks, inverted index of documents under single terms
or term vectors are utilized with the support of DHT. In this
section, we first discuss some recent work on content
search for textual documents, and then extend the dis-
cussion to the domain of multimedia data.

Full-text keyword search is important for P2P web search,
since nowadays users are accustomed to this service powered
by Google search engine that indexes billions of web docu-
ments. Normally, an inverted index (also referred to as inverted
file) is used to store the mapping from a keyword to a set of
documents that contains such a keyword. In centralized
systems, such inverted index tables, which are normally huge,
reside on servers. In P2P systems, there are two ways for
distributing the inverted index: (1) partition the document
collection among peers such that each peer manages a local
inverted index for a set of documents (local inverted index),
and (2) partition the index terms such that each peer manages
the inverted index for a set of keywords (global inverted index).

Zhang and Hu [23] proposed a search protocol called
assisted search with partial indexing to improve content
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search in unstructured P2P networks. The proposed P2P
network consists of two logical overlays: an unstructured
search overlay and a structured index overlay. The index
only maintains information about the top interests of peers
and unpopular data. The index overlay assists the search
overlay to improve its search performance in three ways.
First, peers communicate their interests via the index
overlay, and search overlay is constructed based on peer
interests. Second, due to limited node degree, peer
neighbors only reflect a peer’s top interests. Third, peers
identify their local data that are globally unpopular and are
not part of local interests. Experimental results show that
such a lightweight partial indexing service can significantly
improve the success rate and search speed in locating data,
while reducing traffic overhead.

Chen et al. [24] proposed an efficient multi-keyword
search mechanism over P2P network. The designed hybrid
P2P network is a combination of an unstructured P2P
network which can use a gossiping algorithm to gather
global statistical information, and a BF enabled overlay
based on DHT global inverted indexes. The BF is a lossy
but succinct and efficient data structure to represent a set.
By transmitting the encoded sets instead of raw sets for
distributed intersection/union operation can effectively
reduce the amount of traffic. Chen et al. showed how to
optimize the setting of a BF in terms of traffic cost by the
global statistical information of keywords, and designed the
optimal order strategies based on the BF for queries with
both “and” and “or” operators.

Multimedia content indexing and retrieval has been an
active field for more than a decade. It draws tremendous
research effort from the academia, the industrial, and the
standard organizations. IBM Research developed a prototype
multimedia analysis and retrieval system, called MARVEL
[25]. It consists of two components: the multimedia analysis
engine, which applies machine learning techniques to model
semantic concepts in video, and the multimedia search
engine, which integrates semantics-based searching with
other search techniques (speech, text, metadata, audio-visual
features, etc.). The Informedia II [26] digital video library at
CMU is another pioneering multimedia database system that
consists of more than 1,500 h of video. Informedia combines
speech recognition, image understanding and natural
language processing technologies to automatically tran-
scribe, segment, index, and summarize the linear video.
MIRACLE [27] is an ongoing research project at AT&T
Labs aimed at creating automated content-based media
processing algorithms and systems to collect, organize,
index, mine, and repurpose video and multimedia informa-
tion. This video search engine combines existing metadata
with content-based information that is automatically extracted
from the audio and video components. TheMIRACLE search
engine currently operates on an archive of more than 32,000 h

of video that have been collected and automatically indexed
over a 10 year period.

MPEG-7 is a standard sponsored by the International
Organization for Standardization for describing themultimedia
content. It provides support to a broad range of applications,
and it will make the web as searchable for multimedia content
as it is searchable for text. The evolution of the World Wide
Web, including the introduction of Rich Site Syndication
(RSS), Web 2.0, and the semantic web, enables the web
information be machine processable (rather than being only
human oriented), thus permits browsers or other agents to find,
share and combine information more easily. In this section we
will briefly describe a few examples of content-based search in
P2P systems.

Tang et al. [28] proposed PeerSearch, an efficient P2P
information system that supports content and semantic
search. PeerSearch extends existing information retrieval
methods: the vector space model (VSM) and the latent
semantic indexing (LSI) to work with the efficient routing
mechanisms in a Content Addressable Network (CAN).
Basically, LSI uses singular value decomposition to
transform and truncate a matrix of document vectors
computed from VSM to discover the semantics underlying
terms and documents. The authors used the semantic vector
of a document as the key to store the document index in
CAN, such that the indices stored nearby in CAN are close
in semantics. The same technology can be applied to audio
or video data, where the semantic vectors have to be
extracted from audio or video data.

Lu and Callan [29] explored content-based resource
selection and document retrieval algorithms in hybrid P2P
networks. In their approach, the leaf node determines the
retrieval results for certain query using probabilistic
information retrieval algorithm, and the directory node
(supernode) builds a unified content model for all of its leaf
nodes and a set of neighboring directory nodes. The content
model is used for routing query messages.

Yang [30] described a content-based music retrieval
system in P2P environment. Each audio document is
converted into a stream of characteristic sequences, where
each sequence is a vector representing a short segment of
music data. All characteristic sequences are indexed using
Locality-Sensitive Hashing scheme, such that similar (in
terms of human perception) vectors can be hashed into the
same hash value with high probability. Given a query
audio, the retrieval procedure is to find a list of matches on
characteristic sequences with the tolerance of tempo
changes. To improve the search efficiency in a P2P
environment, a two-phase search protocol was proposed.
In the presearch phase, the query peer broadcasts a small
subset of query vectors to all potential peers. In the actual
search phase, peers with a higher chance of a hit will
conduct the more rigorous search.
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In [31], Lee and Guan presented a content-based image
retrieval system over a P2P network. Each peer in the
system maintains two look-up tables, one for generic
neighbors which are typically the neighbors with the least
physical hop counts, and the community neighbors which
share common interests at the image content. The system
uses the historical retrieval results to identify the community
neighbors, such that the subsequent retrieval within the
community neighbors will result better retrieval precision.
The adopted visual features include color, color moments,
object shape, and texture.

Ardizzone et al. [32] proposed a P2P architecture for
multimedia content retrieval that exploits compact repre-
sentation of multimedia resources shared by each peer and
adapts the network topology dynamically to peer interests
based on the query interactions among peers. In this work,
video is decomposed into shots, and each shot is represented
by a few keyframes. The adopted visual descriptors for each
keyframe include color histogram, edge density, motion
magnitude, and motion vectors direction histograms. By
exploiting the results of previous interactions with its
neighbors, each peer builds and refines the profiles of other
peers, which concisely describe their interests and contents.
Relying on these profiles, queries are forwarded to the
neighbors with higher probability to satisfy the queries.

SAPIR (Search in Audio-visual content using P2P
Information Retrieval) [33] is part of the CHORUS, a
European Coordination Action which aims at creating the
conditions of mutual information and cross fertilization
between the European projects dealing with multimedia
content search engines. The goal of SAPIR is to extend the
power of web searches beyond centralized text and
metadata searches to include distributed audio-visual
content. The SAPIR consortium is built of a mix of
academic and research institutes as well as industrial
companies. The SAPIR media framework analyzes digital
content and represents the extracted features in a common
schema based on MPEG-7, which can be used to index and
search content in a P2P network. A P2P architecture is
being built to provide a scalable indexing structure that can
be used for multi-feature search.

4 Semantic Search

Unlike text based search, semantic based search seeks to
answer queries based on the meaning and its specific
context and circumstances of the queries. The key challenge
is how to use computer attainable means to describe the
meanings and thus match the meanings of the query and
that of the data in the database.

In the information retrieval arena, Vector Space Model
(VSM) [34] and Latent Semantic Indexing [35] are two

popular approaches for modeling and analysis of the
meaningful relationship between terms and documents.
VSM is an algebraic model for representing objects, and
most particularly text documents, as vectors of identifiers.
With VSM, each phrase, sentence or document can be
represented as a vector of multiple dimensions of terms.
Similarity of phrases, sentences, and documents can be
compared in the vector space based on the distances and
angels. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [36] takes on a
different approach. It analyzes the relationship between
terms and documents by producing a set of concepts related
to the terms and the documents. Using LSA, one can
transform the occurrence of terms into a relation between
the terms and some concepts. That is, given a query of
terms, LSA tools can translate it into the concept space, and
find matching documents accordingly.

Recall that in a DHT based overlay network, objects are
located based on the object key which is often generated via
a one way mathematical function, the hash function. The
hash function converts the object specific description string
into a small datum, the key. Since the goal of semantic
search is to locate the record based on the semantic instead of
the exact key of the object, an important issue to study is how
to map a pair of objects that are semantically close to a pair of
keys that are mathematically close, i.e., can be identified as
‘similar’ in search. In other words, the key in any semantic
search in a DHT based overlay network is to find a mapping
function such that the distance between the keys of two
documents is proportional to their dissimilarity in semantic.

One possible approach is to take advantage of VSM or
LSI by generating a semantic vector in the concept space
for each object description string and then use the semantic
vector to generate a multi-dimensional DHT key of the
object. In [37], an algorithm pSearch was introduced. Two
basic operations are involved in pSearch: indexing and
searching. Whenever a new object T is added, pSearch
performs the indexing operations as follows:

1. Use LSI to derive T’s semantic vector VT.
2. A rolling index is employed to generate Ki

T of DHT
keys (ki

T, i=0,…, p−1) from VT.
3. Index T into the underlying DHT using these DHT keys.

Whenever a query Q is issued, pSearch performs the
search operations as follows:

1. Use LSI to derive Q’s semantic vector Vq.
2. Use a rolling index to generate Ki

Q of DHT keys (ki,
i=0,…, p−1) from Vq.

3. Route Q to the destination nodes that are responsible
for these DHT keys Ki

Q.
4. On reaching the destination, Q is either flooded to

nodes within a radius r or forwarded to nodes using
content-directed search.
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5. All nodes that receive the query do a local search using
LSI and return the matched documents to the query
originator node.

Clearly, the semantic search capability of the above
proposed scheme relies on the capability of the semantic
vector. For instance, if one or more critical terms in the object
description are not in the LSI, the recall rate of the semantic
search will be greatly reduced. To improve the recall rate,
ontology based analysis maybe introduced.

Compared with structured overlay, unstructured overlay
has certain advantages in implementing semantic search
since it may not rely on DHT for object look up and is often
capable to support arbitrarily complex queries. In [38], Zhu
et al. proposed a dual link approach efficient semantic
search (ESS) where each node is connected both via a
random link and a semantic link. The goal of their dual link
based topology adaptation is to ensure that (1) semantically
closed objects are organized into the same semantic groups
through semantic links, and (2) high-capacity nodes have
high degree and low-capacity nodes are within short reach
of higher-capacity nodes. Given a query, a relevant
semantic group is first located. Then the query is flooded
within the semantic group to retrieve relevant documents.
The search process is continued until sufficient responses
are found. The intuition behind the flooding within a
semantic group is that semantically associated nodes tend to
be relevant to the same query. Noticeably, ESS would
introduce additional complexity onto the conventional
unstructured overlay searching schemes. Hence, additional
strategies are needed to improve the searching efficiency in
order to make such approaches more practical in real life
systems.

To date, semantic based search is still a very challenging
problem in the centralize database systems. The distributed
nature of P2P networks add on another layer of complexity
to the problem set. Nevertheless, technology advances are
making intelligent search a more and more demanding
functionality in many applications. How to take advantage
of existing technologies and invent an efficient and
effective semantic based P2P search scheme is thus an
important topic to investigate.

5 What’s Next

With the recent merging of content acquisition, communi-
cation networking and computation to form emerging
multimedia sensor or surveillance systems, the need for
advanced content mechanisms is paramount. Many of these
systems are predicted to have P2P communication archi-
tectures [39] necessitating efficient P2P content-based

search for higher-level content retrieval and understanding.
Imagine a world in which multimedia sensor networks
(interpreted as sensor databases containing time critical
information) are employed to detect emerging natural
disasters or terrorist activities. The utility of such systems
is, in part, determined by the ability to effectively and
efficiently retrieve information for a given application given
often incomplete or vague information queries.

Furthermore, for such multimedia database systems
security and privacy issues are paramount [40–42].
Research into security policy development, security archi-
tectures, authenticated querying, privacy protection, and
access control for information retrieval are essential during
system inception in order to guarantee the most seamless,
cost-effective and robust solution.
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